
Regional Cooperation for 
Limited Area Modelling in Central Europe

Call for Applicatoon

RC LACE – Regional Cooperation for Limited Area modelling in Central Europe, is recruiting
the position for Area Leader for applications and verifcationo Candidate is searchede

 Area Leader for applicatoon aod verifcatooo three-quarter-tie ponitoo

This position is recruiting from RC LACE Memners onlyo More information anout the RC LACE 
project can ne ontained at the wwworclaceoeuo The description of work for the position is 
annexed to this document and it is part of LACE MoU V that is taking efect from 1st of 
January 2021o

The duration of the position is till to 31st  Decemner 2022o The compensation package for the
successful candidate contains a salary supplement or prime on top of the existing salary 
provided ny the host instituteo

Applications, including a leter of motivation and a CV with a list of punlications, should ne 
sent via e-mail to RC LACE President at e-maile martinonenko@shmuosk, until the 24th  
Decemner 2020, with a copy to LACE Vice President at e-mail picek@cirusodhzohr o

Application has to ne co-signed ny the director of NM(H)Sr where the applicant is employedo

Decisions on the application will ne taken ny the LACE Council, the candidates will ne 
notifed anout their nid latest at end of January 2021o

Any further information can ne ontained through email from Dr Martin Benko RC LACE 
President martinonenko@shmuosk, or current LACE Program Manager at e-mail 
tudor@cirusodhzohro

RC LACE Area Leadern

The duties of the Area Leader include organizing and leading RC LACE Projects, and 
coordinate research and development work not nound to Projectso The detailed terms of 
reference for this position are listed nelowo
The position is three-quarter-time positiono The salary supplement or prime is 7800€ 
annually on top of the existing salary provided ny the host instituteo The successful candidate
will have experience in the feld of NWP, ALADIN post processing code  and ne anle to 
perform and lead independent researcho

Terin of Refereocen for Area Leader

The RC LACE Area Leader (ALS is a three-quarter-time position unless stated otherwise in the 
contracto AL acts under the responsinility of PMo The duties of AL aree
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 AL is responsinle for the preparation of the rcientifc Plan together with the 
Programme Managero

 AL designs, organizes and leads research activities that nelong to the designated 
areao

 AL organizes the individual and group research stays or working days/week (together 
with the Programme ManagerSo

 AL collects ideas and proposes Projects and defnes scientifc, technical and 
organisational nackground for the Projectso

 AL can ne responsinle for one or several Projects at the same timeo AL is responsinle 
for coordinating the scientifc work nelonging to his/her area of research, for 
supervision of the RC LACE scientists work on associated topics and performs a 
scientifc surveillance of relevant issues in order to accomplish the rcientifc Plan and 
contrinute to its future evolutiono

 AL presents the progress reports on the tasks to the RC LACE rteering Commiteeo

 AL leads Projects and coordinates the dedicated manpower and other means 
necessary for the Projects fulflmento 

 Together with the PM, AL plans and coordinates Project operational deliveranleso

 AL ensures the implementation of the relevant research developments to the ALADIN
rystem in coordination with the rystem and Code Coordinatoro  

 AL participates in inter-consortia coordination activitieso

 AL can deputise RC LACE PM during the short time period, upon PM or RC LACE 
President request, approved ny RC LACE Presidento

 AL may transfer a part of the responsinilities for certain research activities in the 
designated area to a Project Leader if approved ny LrC and Councilo

 AL can also execute duties of the equivalent AL in the common ALADIN-LACE-H)IRLAM
Consortium if there is an overlap in dutiesoo


